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The Age of Immigration on Apr. 20

Join us a week from Sunday, on April 24 at 3:30pm
at 215 Oswego Summit in Mountain Park, for a look at the
period when it is likely your parents or grandparents came
to America. The Age of Immigration to America spanned
nearly a half century, from roughly 1880 to 1925.
Our lecturer will be
Joe Cavalli, a former
president of the Tuscan
Association of Oregon.
Since 2006, Joe has
taught U.S. History, in
addition to World
Civilization, at Clark
College in Vancouver,
Wash. He’s taught around
the world, including
Rome, Florence, Bahrain
and Croatia.
Joe will focus on the more than four million Italians who
crossed the Atlantic to America during the Age of
Immigration … as well as those who chose to return to the
old country. He recently shared some thoughts on
immigration with La Lettera Toscana…
Q: Why do you think Italians made the effort to come to
Oregon in the late 19th and early 20th centuries?
(see FAMILY, page 2)

Next Mtg:
Sunday, Apr. 24
3:30 pm
215 Oswego Summit
Mt. Park

The prez sez…
by George LaFrazia

Happy Easter to you! The
following Sunday, we have
some important items to go
over at our Apr. 24 meeting.
I am planning to have a
picnic in June, I would like some input on a
place and date. My home is available, but I
know the travel to Vancouver is difficult for
some members. Please bring your ideas so we
can select a place and time for the picnic.
The other item is more important and critical
for the continuation of the club: selecting new
officers for the coming program year,
beginning in the fall. Audrey, Ken and I have
been doing these jobs for a long time and it is
time for change. We will always be available to
help our successors with council and advice,
but other people need to take charge of the
responsibilities. Carlo Manocci and Jimmie
Moglia are available to help with
correspondence and other communication with
Italy, so a command of the Italian language is
not necessary. I urge you to step forward at the
meeting to volunteer for one of the positions.

Tucci returns to CNN on May 1. Honest! ………………………………………. 2
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Family, property led Italians to Oregon during the Age of Immigration
(continued from page 1)
Cavalli: Oregon ‘sold overseas as a destination.
Immigrants from Europe and Asia came to Oregon for
land, land, and land! A lot of Italians followed the
railroads out west and many more traveled between San
Francisco and Seattle.
From what I know, a number of Italian immigrants
made the trip based on having familial relations already
here and word of mouth.
Q: How do you think times or feelings have changed
since the Age of Immigration ... both for the Italian
immigrants, and for the Americans who take them
in?
Cavalli: I see the attitudes towards immigrants today
and from the Age of Immigration as eerily similar.
During the Age of Immigration, the Industrial
Revolution following the Civil War created a “pull,”
that is, a worker shortage here in the U.S.
Meanwhile, in Italy there was grinding poverty,

He’s back! Stanley Tucci resumes his tour. No, really!

Stanley Tucci’s love letter to Italy and its food was
supposed to begin on March 13. But then the
Ukrainian war happened. Now CNN has rescheduled
the debut of season 2 of Searching for Italy for
Sunday, May 1 at 9:00pm Pacific Time. Episodes
will be based in Venice (think history and seafood),
Umbria (wild boar, black truffles), Piedmont (risotto,
white truffles), and that bastion of Italian culture and
cuisine … London? Joe Cavalli take notice: the
London episode focuses on the impact that Italian
immigrants to England have had on the food scene in
Tucci’s adopted hometown. Burrata and pasta will be
featured.
Warning: don’t watch this show if you’re hungry!

overpopulation, and little hope to improve one’s life.
Today Italian immigrants are highly skilled, already
speak English, and easily assimilate into American
society. But we are in in the midst of the technological
revolution which has created a further need for
workers. Latin American immigrants are fleeing from
the same grinding poverty, war, and little chance to
improve one’s life that Italians faced a century ago.
The common denominator is fear. The WASPdominated establishment and population feared that
Italians, and Catholics in general, would irrevocably
change “American” culture – just as the establishment
today – including prominent Italian-Americans and
Catholics – fear Hispanic culture replacing what we
have now.
Q: What led to the acceptance of Italians here?
Cavalli: Acceptance of Italian immigrants to the U.S.
depends on when they arrived and where. New
Orleans in the last half of the 19th Century had the
largest Sicilian population outside of Sicily. Although
initially part of the lower classes, Italian doctors started
their own private hospitals and businesses. (They were
initially refused licenses to practice medicine in
Louisiana.) However, New Orleans is also the site of
one of the largest mass lynchings of Sicilian
immigrants in the U.S.
What integrated Italian immigrants, and really all
immigrants, was military service. Toward the end of
the Age of Immigration, World War I broke out. Up to
20 percent of the U.S. military was immigrants,
especially Italian immigrants. Immigrants who enlisted
were fast-tracked for citizenship. It was also a part of
“Coercive Patriotism” that permeated the U.S. during
World War I. (Germans and German immigrants didn’t
fare so well.)
The U.S. didn't really accept refugees from Italy after
both World Wars. The acceptance of refugees from
Italy has mostly been economic although a few,
including my grandfather, was a refugee from World
War I.
Please note: Angela Zagarella’s presentaton on
Sicily, originally scheduled for Feb. 20, will take
place sometime this fall.
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